Do you yearn to heal the past and thrive in a present of unlimited possibility,
Create a new blueprint for your life,
Or make an evolutionary leap?
Join Hope Fitzgerald, as heard on Healing with the Masters, in learning about the Infinity Wave,
a channeled energetic that will help you to create the reality you desire. Think of it as a
simple yet powerful tool you can use to connect to your higher self, others, and the earth - the
Infinite You. The Wave is the movement of a higher dimensional frequency which can break up
and dissolve duality, clearing the way for a co-creative dance with life. In its basic form, it can
be used to encourage and allow flow in everyday life, while at its most evolved, it is a vehicle
for spiritual enlightenment. It will easily and quickly navigate you through uncharted waters,
putting to rest the old belief that deep change takes much time and suffering.
“The Wave is so simple and so effective! Very exciting, immediate results! I am pleased to have this new tool in my toolbox!”
Nadine H.

∞

Free Wave Energy Evolution Intro Talk ∞

May 8 ∞ 7pm ∞ The Liphe Balance Center, Weston, CT
For more information and to register:
203-912-2791 or liphebalance@gmail.com
Since her spiritual awakening at the Findhorn Foundation in 1976, Hope Fitzgerald has been a dedicated seeker of truth, healing
and wisdom. For 18 years, her expertise in spiritual dowsing has helped people transform their lives. In 2010, she was directed
through channeling to launch a series of workshops introducing an energetic called The Infinity Wave. These Wave Energy
Evolution workshops are comprised of powerful practices that have help many participants to create miraculous healing
breakthroughs. In 2011, Hope launched the Wave Energy Center for Conscious Evolution, dedicated to the positive, expansive
development of the individual, the community and the earth. After appearing on Healing with the Masters, host Jennifer McLean
said: "Hope Fitzgerald was astonishing and transformational. WOW what a GREAT show and amazing tool that is sweeping the
globe... and we are one of the first to experience The Infinity Wave. CATCH THIS ONE!" Since then she has been a featured
speaker on many other international radio and telesummit shows.

Everything we do, or fail to do, creates a ripple that alters our future...

